e - Ticketing
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1. What types of e-ticketing pilots have you conducted? What type of system did you use?

- PCC for Structures or Paving
- Asphalt Paving
- Other (Aggregate, Soil, etc.)
2. Did you use the system to track material placement or solely to have an electronic ticket?

• If for material placement, were you able to use results for mitigating disputes?
3. What were your challenges?

- Industry & producer buy-in, Cost to contractor or project?
- Software, Hardware?
- Changing the culture?
- System Connectivity? - Fixed v. Portable Plants, Fleet v. Independent Trucks, Jobsite & Geography)
- Finding the right project? The wrong project be?
- Value added, ROI, how measured? Paper & Labor vs. electronic & processing
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4. How did you contract the pilot project?

• Traditional Letting or Change Order to an Existing Project?
• State funded, Federal Funded or grants?
• Specifications?
• Any plans to do additional pilots or implement statewide?
5. What happened you did not anticipate – Good and Not so Good

- What do you know now that you wish you knew when you launched?